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The present paper is based on a recently developed database including contemporary original, administrative,
legal and private source materials (published and archival) as well as media reports related to the floods occurred
on the lower sections of the Tisza river in Hungary, with special emphasis on the area of Szeged town. The study
area is well-represented by contemporary source evidence from the late 17th century onwards, when the town and
its broader area was reoccupied from the Ottoman Turkish Empire.
Concerning the applied source materials, the main bases of investigation are the administrative (archival) sources
such as town council protocols of Szeged and county meeting protocols of Csanád and Csongrád Counties. In these
(legal-)administrative documents damaging events (natural/environmental hazards) were systematically recorded.
Moreover, other source types such as taxation-related damage accounts as well as private and official reports,
letters and correspondence (published, unpublished) were also included. Concerning published evidence, a most
important source is flood reports in contemporary newspapers as well as town chronicles and other contemporary
narratives.
In the presentation the main focus is on the analysis of flood-rich flood-poor periods of the last ca. 330 years;
moreover, the seasonality distribution as well as the magnitude of Tisza flood events are also discussed. Another
important aim of the poster is to provide a short overview, in the form of case studies, on the greatest flood
events (e.g. duration, magnitude, damages, multi-annual consequences), and their further impacts on the urban
and countryside development as well as on (changes in) flood defence strategies. In this respect, especially two
flood events, the great (1815-)1816 and the catastrophic 1879 flood (shortly with causes and consequences) - that
practically erased Szeged town from the ground - are presented in more detail.


